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We are all designers.

Ones who believe that a beautifully-designed 
space is only made possible when the art of 
interior design and the science of furniture 
sourcing come together. 

Today more than ever, people are looking 
for thoughtfully-designed stays that stand out. 
Hospitality leaders, on the other hand, are 
searching for a comprehensive solution that 
attracts and connects with their guests.

That’s why we developed Haus-in-a-Box—
everything you need for your property: design, 
furniture sourcing and installation, staging, and 
photography. Since we take care of all the heavy 
lifting, you can spend more time scaling your 
business. 

We believe that quality design has the power to 
elevate the guest experience and, by extension, 
boost a property’s overall performance. 

We invite you to take a look at what we do.



Rakotta
Real Estate

Montreal, QC Canada

Apart-hotel
28 Units

Mixing the Fülhaus Dark Scandi design concept alongside biophilic elements, Rakotta 
Real Estate is all about clean lines, neutral tones, and lush greenery. Pops of color 
were injected into the space via brass accents, Artsake artwork, and Maison Tess bed 
linens. 



FourHandsSydeny Bed





Brandon
Hall Group

Vancouver, BC Canada



Model Home
3 bedroom

With an emphasis on reupholstery, wood, and natural 
materials, this custom design concept focuses on mid-
century modern elements to compliment the property’s 
original craftsman architecture. 



EuroStyleNeyo Dining Chair



Fred & Fred

Montreal, QC Canada

Short Term Rental
2 bedroom

The design is all about vibrant furniture and daring decor inspired by the Fülhaus 
Nuevo ‘80s design concept. The color scheme emphasizes crisp whites, dashing blues, 
and energetic pops of orange—fun colors and whimsical furniture will never go out of 
style.



TOVCannellinni Velvet Sofa
AeonAndreas Coffee Table



EuroStyleLawrence Extendable Dining Table



Placemakr 
Music Row
Nashville, TN USA



Apart-hotel

196 units

Three separate Fülhaus design concepts feature in each of Placemakr’s 196 units: 
Light & Luxe, Biophilia, and Classic Blue. The Light & Luxe units emphasize a modern, 
glamorous feel with neutral textiles, hints of gold, and marble accents. The Biophilia 
apartments are all about nature-forward design with a focus on raw materials and 
green pops of color, while blues, dark woods, and leathers define the Classic Blue 
units.

SageBrooke HomeDome Table Lamp





Maison Mont

Montreal, QC Canada

Short Term Rental
3 bedroom Penthouse

Originally built in the 1880s, the 7,422 square foot property boasts a bright and open 
modernist interior with exposed stone walls and ceiling beams that pay homage to 
its nineteenth-century foundations. Blending Fülhaus design concepts Light & Luxe 
and Biophilia, we sought to emphasize the property’s bright and airy feel through an 
emphasis on neutral colors and natural materials—think beige couches, gray textiles, 
and rattan chairs. 



FourHandsIsabel Chair



Moe’s HomeJamara Sectional





Charlotte
Drive Hotel
Charlotte, NC USA

Boutique Hotel
17 Rooms

A custom-designed rock ‘n roll haven, this 
boutique hotel is inspired by the likes of 
David Bowie and Miley Cyrus—think spunky 
wallpaper, velvet furniture, gold accents, 
and patterns everywhere. If we had to 
summarize the design in three words, we’d 
say it’s giving edgy, eclectic maximalism.  





VIG FurnitureKendra Chair



Lyon Living

Reno, NV USA FourHandsBurbank Swivel Chair



Apart-hotel
83 Units

This 83-unit apart-hotel emphasizes a sleek and modern feel through its use of navy 
blue accent walls, washed out woods, gray upholstery, and brown leathers. Silver 
accents were an essential component of the design, drawing inspiration from the 
town’s local mining history. 

TOVAurora Sofa



We provide end-to-end
interior design and 
furniture sourcing for the 
accommodation market. 

We take pride in knowing 
which brands will best suit 
your project and budget.

Let’s Talk.



www.fulhaus.com


